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FilePlan 1.04
https://vetusware.com/download/FilePlan%201.04/?id=17666
FilePlan is a personal filing system database that resembles a spreadsheet. You enter fields that
make up records, and you can define different data type for each field. Supports incremental fields
and sorting. Supports both a form and worksheet mode for working with data. There were version
of this software for CP/M and DOS.

IBM DisplayComm BSC 1.10
https://vetusware.com/download/IBM%20DisplayComm%20BSC%201.10/?id=17661
IBM DisplayComm BSC is a Binary Synchronous Communication Program intended for
transferring DisplayWrite documents between IBM DisplayWriter systems, IBM PCs, and host
computers. It supports data link emulation of an IBM 2770/3780 or 2780 terminal, program
automation, batch transfers, and unattended operation.

Microsoft Cash Plan 1.10
https://vetusware.com/download/Microsoft%20Cash%20Plan%201.10/?id=17662
Microsoft Cash Plan is a tool that guides you through the process of creating cash flow analysis
spreadsheets for use with Microsoft Multiplan. It was marketed as a cash flow analysis tool
alongside Multiplan. It was written by leading authorities in finance and accounting, with
documentation designed to answer questions about cash planning principles, and includes a
tutorial program. This archive contains three 5.25&quot; 160k floppy disk images. Archive includes
Kryoflux dumps and manual scan.

Microsoft Fortran Compiler 2.2 for Macintosh
https://vetusware.com/download/Microsoft%20Fortran%20Compiler%202.2%20for%20Macintosh/
?id=17665
Microsoft Fortran Compiler for Macintosh is a Fortran 77 compiler written by Absoft and, for a
time, marketed by Microsoft. Absoft also made Fortran compilers for other platforms.

Swift Spread Sheet 4.12
https://vetusware.com/download/Swift%20Spread%20Sheet%204.12/?id=17663
The Swift &amp; Easy Spread sheet is a very low end, very low cost  spreadsheet targeted at
budget conscious users. It features ease of  use, general purpose functions, split screen,
automatic calculations,  and programmable macros. It was written by David Middleton of 
Metamorphosis developments LTD and published by COSMI/Celery Software
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